Abstract. Observational probes of dark energy converge on the fact that its equation of state w is close to −1. Some of these probes (for example the Gold SnIa sample) mildly support the possibility that w is time dependent and crosses the phantom divide line w = −1. Such a crossing is inconsistent with dark energy in the form of a single minimally coupled scalar field for any form of the field Lagrangian. The simplest theoretically motivated theories that are consistent with such crossing of the phantom divide are scalar-tensor extensions of general relativity. Therefore the crossing of the phantom divide if confirmed by future observations could be viewed as an indication hinting towards extensions of general relativity. Alternative signatures of extended gravity theories can be traced in the growth rate of density perturbations at recent redshifts as observed recently by the 2dFGRS.
Introduction
The assumption of large scale homogeneity and isotropy of the universe combined with the assumption that general relativity is the correct theory on cosmological scales leads to the Friedman equation which in a flat universe takes the form
where a(t) is the scale factor of the universe and ρ its average energy density. Both sides of this equation can be observationally probed directly: The left side using mainly geometrical methods (measuring the luminosity and angular diameter distances d L (z) and d A (z)) showing an accelerating expansion at recent redshifts [1] and the matter -radiation density part of the right side using dynamical and other methods (cosmic microwave background [2] , large scale structure observations [3] , lensing [4] etc). These observations have indicated that the two sides of the Friedman equation (1) can not be equal if ρ(a) = ρ m (a) ∼ a −3 even if a non-zero curvature is assumed. There are two possible resolutions to this puzzle: Either modify the right side of the Friedman equation (1) introducing a new form of 'dark' energy component (ρ(a) = ρ m (a) + ρ X (a)) with suitable evolution in order to restore the equality or modify both sides by changing the way energy density affects geometry thus modifying the Einstein equations.
In the first class of approaches the required gravitational properties of dark energy needed to induce the accelerating expansion are well described by its equation of state w(z) = p X (z) ρ X (z) which enters in the second Friedman equation as
implying that a negative pressure (w < −1/3) is necessary in order to induce accelerating expansion. The simplest viable example of dark energy is the cosmological constant [5] (w = −1). This example however even though consistent with present data lacks physical motivation. Questions like 'What is the origin of the cosmological constant?' or 'Why is the cosmological constant 10 120 times smaller than its natural scale so that it starts dominating at recent cosmological times (coincidence problem)?' remain unanswered. Attempts to replace the cosmological constant by a dynamical scalar field (quintessence [6] ) have created a new problem regarding the initial conditions of quintessence which even though can be resolved in particular cases (tracker quintessence), can not answer the above questions in a satisfactory way. The parameter w(z) determines not only the gravitational properties of dark energy but also its evolution. This evolution is easily obtained from the energy momentum conservation
which leads to
Therefore the determination of w(z) is equivalent to that of ρ X (z) which in turn is equivalent to the observed H(z) from the Friedman equation (1) which may be written as
Thus, knowledge of Ω 0m and H(z) suffices to determine w(z) which is obtained from equation (5) as
In the second class of approaches the Einstein equations get modified and the new equations combined with the assumption of homogeneity and isotropy lead to a generalized Friedman equation of the form
where f and g are appropriate functions determined by the modified gravity theory [7] . In this class of models, the parameter w(z) can also be defined from equation (6) The luminous objects used in the construction of the Hubble diagram are objects whose absolute luminosity is known and therefore their distance can be evaluated from their apparent luminosity along the lines discussed above. Such objects are known as distance indicators or standard candles. The best choice distance indicators for cosmology are SnIa not only because they are extremely luminous (at their peak they are as luminous as a bright galaxy) but also because their absolute magnitude can be determined at a high accuracy.
The two deepest (in redshift space) and reliable datasets for the construction of the Hubble diagram are the Gold sample and the first year Supernova Legacy Survey sample (Fig. 1) . The Gold sample consisting of 157 points extends in redshift space in the range 0 < z < 1.7 while the SNLS dataset extends in the range 0 < z < 1. The Hubble diagram obtained from each sample is shown in Fig. 1 . The data of Fig. 1 are binned in redshift bins and the vertical axis shows the distance modulus (proportional log 10 (d L (z)) of the SnIa data normalized on that of an empty universe with H(z) = H 0 = constant. In such a diagram a positive slope corresponds to an accelerating universe while a negative slope corresponds to a decelerating universe. The best fit curve obtained from the WMAP CMB perturbation spectrum (location of the first peak) is also shown for comparison (from Ref. [2] ). Clearly both plots indicate that the universe is currently accelerating and that this acceleration started at z 0.5. The Hubble expansion history can be obtained by differentiating the observed luminosity distance
where we have assumed flatness. The best fit form of H(z) as obtained from the SnIa data and other dark energy probes will be outlined in the next section.
Best Fits for H(z)-w(z)
The simplest H(z) parametrization consistent with an accelerating expansion of the universe corresponds to the cosmological constant (LCDM) which in a general FRW spacetime is expressed as where Ω 0m + Ω Λ + Ω k = 1 and
represents a non-zero curvature of the universe.
SnIa observations provide the apparent luminosity l(z) for each SnIa while the absolute luminosity L is assumed to be the same for all SnIa (after the appropriate corrections on l(z)). The luminosities l(z) and L are connected to the apparent and absolute magnitudes m(z) and M and with the observed luminosity distance
The corresponding theoretical prediction given the H(z) ansatz of equation (9) is of the form
which in the flat case Ω 0m + Ω Λ = 1 reduces to equation (8) . In order to find the best fit parameter values Ω 0m , Ω Λ we can minimize
The resulting χ 2 (Ω 0m , Ω Λ ) contours [8] using the Gold and SNLS datasets indicate the following:
• Both datasets rule out a flat matter dominated universe with Ω 0m = 1 at about 10σ level.
• The Gold dataset mildly favors a closed universe over flat LCDM (Ω Λ = 0.98 ± 0.30, Ω 0m = 0.46 ± 0.14) while the best fit of SNLS almost coincides with flat LCDM (Ω Λ = 0.78 ± 0.31, Ω 0m = 0.29 ± 0.21) [8] .
• The two datasets are consistent with each other at the 2σ level.
Despite the fact that flat LCDM is consistent with current SnIa data, it is interesting to investigate how much can we improve the quality of fit to the data by adding one or two parameters. To address this question we can follow the following strategy (i) Consider a n parameter parametrization H(z; a 1 , ..., a n ) which may be either motivated by a physical model or be arbitrary, designed to provide the best fit to the data. (ii) Assuming flatness, obtain the theoretical prediction of the luminosity distance from this parameterization
(iii) Use the observed luminosity distances to construct χ 2 (a 1 , ..., a n ) along the lines of equation (12) and minimize with respect to the parameters a 1 , ..., a n . (iv) Compare the minimum value of χ 2 (χ 2 min ) with the corresponding value obtained with different parametrizations thus finding the more efficient direction in functional space to decrease χ 2 min . The same strategy can be followed using alternative to SnIa dark energy probes like the shift parameter [9, 10] the A parameter of the baryon acoustic oscillations peak
where E(z) ≡ H(z)/H 0 , the cluster gas baryon fraction [11] and the growth rate of perturbations at z = 0.15 as obtained from the 2dFGRS [12] . Along the lines of the above approach, the matter density Ω 0m appears as a nuisance parameter which can be either marginalized over an observationally preferred range (eg Ω 0m ∈ [0.2, 0.3]) or fixed to a set of values consistent with other observations in order to identify the dependence of the dark energy properties on this parameter. Here we have followed the later approach and considered the values Ω 0m = 0.2, Ω 0m = 0.3 in the context of the parametrization [13, 14] w(z)
The corresponding form of H(z) assuming flatness is obtained using equation (6) as
The best fit form of w(z) for three classes of data is shown in Fig. 2 . The first column corresponds to the Gold dataset and shows the mild trend for an evolving w(z) crossing the phantom divide line (PDL) w = −1 for both values of Ω 0m . The second column corresponds to the SNLS data and shows no trend for an evolving w(z) for any value of Ω 0m . Instead, the best fit w(z) is very close to w = −1. The third column of Fig. 2 corresponds to other than SnIa dark energy probes including the 3-year WMAP CMB shift parameter [9] , the BAO peak from SDSS [15] , the Cluster gas mass fraction [11] and the growth rate g(z) of matter perturbations at z = 0.15 from 2dFGRS (g(z = 0.15) =
dlnD(a) dlna
= 0.51 ± 0.11) [16] . These data which are dominated by the CMB-BAO part (having the smallest relative errors) favor a crossing of the PDL only for low values of Ω 0m (Ω 0m < 0.25). It is clear from Fig. 2 
Phantom Divide Crossing and Extended Gravity Theories
The simplest model predicting an evolving w(z) is a model where the role of dark energy is played by a minimally coupled scalar field Φ whose dynamics is determined by a potential V (Φ). The Lagrangian density for such a field is of the form
where the upper (+) sign refers to quintessence while the lower (-) sign corresponds to a phantom [17] scalar field. The equation of state for such a system is of the form
For a small kinetic term (Φ → 0) we get w → −1 and we reobtain the cosmological constant. ForΦ = 0 the parameter w remains larger (smaller) than −1 for the quintessence (phantom) case (assuming V (Φ) > 0). Clearly therefore neither the phantom nor the quintessence case can cross the PDL w = −1 since that would require changing the sign of the kinetic termΦ 2 . This however is impossible for a real scalar field. Therefore, a minimally coupled scalar field is inconsistent [18] with crossing the PDL w = −1. This result has been generalized by Vikman [19] to the case of k-essence [20] ie a generalized minimally coupled scalar field Lagrangian which depends onΦ 2 in an arbitrary way. In principle, a combination of quintessence + phantom scalar field could lead to a multicomponent dark energy system dynamically leading to crossing of the PDL [21] . However, such a system is plagued with severe instabilities at the quantum (and even the classical) level due to the fact that its energy is unbounded from below [22] . Therefore, as discussed below, the simplest theoretically motivated models consistent with crossing of the PDL are scalar-tensor extensions of general relativity.
In these theories Newton's constant obtains dynamical properties expressed through the potential F (Φ). The dynamics are determined by the Lagrangian density [23] 
where L m [ψ m ; g µν ] represents matter fields approximated by a pressureless perfect fluid. The function F (Φ) is observationally constrained as follows:
• F (Φ) > 0 so that gravitons carry positive energy.
• dF dΦ < 10 −5 from solar system observations. Assuming a homogeneous Φ and varying the action corresponding to (20) in a background of a flat FRW metric, we find the coupled system of generalized Friedman equations where we have assumed the presence of a perfect fluid (ρ, p 0) playing the role of matter fields. These equations reduce as expected to the ordinary Friedman equations by setting F = 1 8πG = constant. It is clear from equation (22) that a properly chosen F (t) ∼ G(t) −1 can boost the accelerating expansion which in general relativity is induced solely by the field potential U (for a more extensive discussion on this see Ref. [24] ). On the other hand, the kinetic termΦ 2 plays an attractive role that can only decrease the acceleration. The system (21), (22) can be used to reconstruct [25, 24, 26 ] the scalar-tensor theory (defined by F (Φ), U (Φ)) using the observed H(z), Ω 0m (ρ m ). Unfortunately, this reconstruction involves three unknown functions (Φ(t), U (t), F (t)) with only two equations. This however is not a problem if our goal is not the unique reconstruction of the scalar-tensor theory but the proof of the existence of an F (Φ), U (Φ) that can reproduce an H(z) crossing the PDL w = −1. By expressing the system (21), (22) in redshift space (instead of time) and using an ansatz for a small Φ (z) it is straightforward [24] to solve for F (Φ), U (Φ) using an H(z) that corresponds to crossing the PDL. The input w(z), obtained from a polynomial parametrization of H(z) fitted to the Gold dataset, is shown in Fig. 3 . The resulting F (Φ), U (Φ) are shown in Fig. 4 which assumes Φ(z = 0) = 0. From Fig. 4b it is clear that F increases with time at recent redshifts which implies that G ∼ F −1 decreases with time thus boosting the accelerating expansion and allowing the crossing of w = −1 which would be impossible by utilizing only the gravitationally repulsive potential U [24] . It is therefore clear that the crossing of the PDL is possible in scalartensor theories which makes them prime candidate theories if such crossing is observed in the future.
Alternative Signatures
An alternative signature of extended gravity theories is provided by a dynamical probe of geometry which is the measured linear growth factor of the matter density perturbations D(a) defined as
The measurements of D(a) can be made by several methods including the redshift distortion factor in redshift surveys, weak lensing, number counts of galaxy clusters, Integrated Sachs- 
with initial conditions D(a) a for a 0. In equation (24) we have ignored anisotropic stresses and dark energy perturbations which are expected to have a small effect on sub-Hubble scales. The last term of equation (24) emerges by connecting the metric perturbation with the matter density perturbations. It therefore depends on the particular form of the dynamical equations of the gravity theory considered. This dependence is expressed through the function f (k, a) which in the case of general relativity is unity (f (k, a) = 1) while in extended gravity theories it can take values different from one which can even depend on the scale k. For example for scalar-tensor theories we have [25] 
where G ef f (a) is the effective Newton's constant when the scale factor is a and a = 1 corresponds to the present value of the scale factor while m is the mass of the scalar field Φ inducing a Yukawa cutoff to the gravitational field. Also for the DGP model [28, 29] we have [30] f (k, a) = (1 + 1 3β )
with
where r c is the crossover scale beyond which the gravitational force follows the 5-dimensional 1/r 3 behavior and
The detection of an f (k, a) = 1 from equation (24) would therefore be a 'smoking gun' signature of extended gravity theories. Such a detection could be made for example by using the form 
at a redshift z = 1 a − 1 = 0.15 from the 2dFGRS [12, 27] as g(z = 0.15) = 0.51 ± 0.11 (30) using the redshift distortion factor and there will soon be better estimates coming from the SDSS. As demonstrated in Fig. 5 however, the large errorbars in the currently available datapoint of equation (30) imply that the best fit LCDM model (flat Ω Λ = 0.72) is consistent with the current growth rate observations. Future observations however may decrease this errorbar thus either confirming general relativity or favoring extended gravity theories.
